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ABSTRACT
Our article is discussing the methodical basics of planning smart mobility. Smart mobility is
one the main elements of a smart system. According to the methodology presented in our
article, transportation in a smart city can be developed in a safe form, focusing on two main
elements: safety and security planning of smart mobility. Intelligent (transportation)
infrastructures and autonomous intelligent vehicles will be integrated in a common system in
order to achieve the digital transformation of the transportation system. The aim of this
research is to examine questions raised in relation to the control and communication of
autonomous vehicles and vehicle systems. The development of autonomous intelligent
vehicles and vehicle systems is based on the further development of the cooperating
intelligent transportation systems to achieve smart mobility. The research aims to find such
methods and procedures which help the safety planning of increasingly complex cyberphysical systems and system elements used in autonomous intelligent vehicles and transport
systems, in view of aspects of safety and operational risks.
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INTRODUCTION
The aim of the present research is to examine the questions raised in connection with the
control and communication of autonomous vehicles and vehicle systems, the building process
of autonomous intelligent vehicles and vehicle systems, the further development of
cooperative intelligent transport systems and the implementation of smart mobility. Its goal is
to elaborate the methods and procedures to support the safety planning of cyber-physical
systems and system elements with an increasing level of complexity in the autonomous
intelligent vehicles and vehicle systems, by considering such factors as operational safety, the
risks of keeping in operation and cyber security. In the processing of large amount of data
generated throughout the operation of intelligent infrastructures and autonomous intelligent
vehicles, a key role will be given to the information created by transforming the data
collected by various sensor networks. Serious predictions and important conclusions about
the communication-based and networking cooperative structure of the past can be made
based on such information, including with real-time or future operation of the transport
system. Therefore, processing big data (data mining, data science) will provide such
information which can be used to ensure safety, operation of the transport system and achieve
any business objectives related to transportation.

SYSTEM ENGINEERING FOR SMART MOBILITY
Smart mobility innovation programmes can be characterized by the use of key enabling
technologies, which leads to the digitalization of transportation. In order to achieve smart
mobility, a holistic approach is needed in system planning, which presupposes the synergy of
the interdependent systems related to the transport system (energy sector, urban subsystems,
etc.) These Key Enabling Technologies are connected by the information and communication
technologies, which have an important role in the digitalisation of transportation. The digital
transformation of transportation can be achieved through four basic processes: automation,
digital data, digital user interface and the systems interconnectivity.
Some Key Enabling Technologies of smart mobility:
 Automation – sensor and controller network, automotive sensor fusion system [1],
adaptive speed control [2], on-board vehicle self-diagnostic sensor [3], Inertial Navigation
Systems [4].
 Digital data – cloud technology and Big Data [5], data fusion system [1], information
distribution – driver information system [3], automotive vehicle data management [6].
 Digital user interface (driver, operator, vehicles) – driver-vehicles interaction [7], task
optimization [8], maintenance [9].
 Interconnectivity – vehicle fleet management systems [10], peer to peer networking [11],
knowledge accumulation [12] and Artificial Intelligence [13, 14], self-configurable vehicle
clusters [15].
Based on these Key Enabling Technologies, autonomous vehicles can be considered as one of
the main elements of smart mobility (see Fig. 1). The level of vehicle automation has been
defined by the Society of Automotive Engineers in the document entitled “Levels of motor
vehicle automation adapted from SAE Standard J3016”. LoA5 (Level 5 of Automation, the
full automation of autonomous vehicles) expects the development of a transport infrastructure
which is completely different from traditional infrastructures. Therefore, the other main
element of smart mobility is, the intelligent (transport) infrastructure, which will be needed
for the usage of autonomous vehicles. For both elements, the safe communication among the
components of the system will play a key role in the operation.
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Figure 1 shows an example of an autonomous intelligent vehicle’s interaction/communication
with physical and cyber infrastructures. Today such vehicles also contribute to the totality of
a cyber-physical system. Automation - the development of cooperative transport systems and
smart mobility - involve the digitalization of the automotive industry. Large-scale automation
also aims to reduce the risk of human errors in the process of transportation. However, this
development has a price: the effects from using cyber-physical systems must be examined
during the development of autonomous intelligent vehicle systems. With the cybernetization
of the industry or with the application of machines that are capable of learning, the concept
and issues of safety need to be examined from a broader perspective.

Figure 1. Strategy model of Cyber-Physical Vehicle Systems and Infrastructure (edited from [16]).

The strategy model of cyber-physical vehicle systems and infrastructures represents a plan or
model, which aims to improve the safety and security of the transportation process. From the
beginning stage of transportation system transformation through the way towards the
implementation of cooperative intelligent transportation and smart mobility, smart vehicles
will share the road with traditional vehicles – a situation which may last for a long time. In
order to achieve smart mobility, besides the concept of vehicle development, research needs
to be done during the planning of intelligent transportation systems about the infrastructure of
transportation (fast roads, charging lanes, transport hubs, overpasses, etc.). Interactions
between intelligent transportation infrastructures and autonomous vehicles need to be planned
as well. Vehicle development can involve a number of fields (e.g. vehicular ad hoc network)
which may become an infrastructural issue later. The same services and applications required
to remain compatible during the long process of the transportation system development, even
in the simplest data representation. Therefore, issues with long-term compatibility must
receive special attention at the planning of the mobility system.
According to a tentative definition “Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) are advanced
applications which, without embodying intelligence as such, aim to provide innovative
services relating to different modes of transport and traffic management and enable various
users to be better informed and make safer, more coordinated and smarter use of transport
networks.” This definition, however, has become outdated even on a European level. This
obviousness can be well illustrated by the relationship between ITS and C-ITS systems:
“Vehicles are getting safer, cleaner, and more intelligent. Various sensors and assistant
systems enable vehicles to monitor their environment. By means of information exchange
among vehicles, as well as between vehicles and the roadside infrastructure, vehicles
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transform from autonomous systems into cooperative systems. Inter-vehicle communication
is a cornerstone of intelligent transportation systems (ITS), commonly referred to as
cooperative ITS (C-ITS) or car-2-X communication.”
During the planning phrase the strategy that says planning phase that “the focus can no longer
be on the infrastructure layer alone (for instance roads and vehicles). Digital technologies
also build on a data layer which contains both static data such as digital maps or traffic
regulations and dynamic data such as real-time traffic information. These data are then used
to develop a layer of innovative services and applications, which are made available over a
layer of networks” [17] must be considered as well. This will allow the development of real
cooperative intelligent transport systems in Europe with interconnected and automated
mobility. C-ITS will provide an interoperable solution at a European level. Due to its insular
structure, it cannot be tested in its full functionality; therefore the planning of cooperation is
of primary importance. “An integrated transport system relies on the interoperability of its
components. That means that systems need to be able to interact with each other, across
borders and transport modes, at all levels: infrastructure, data, services, applications and
networks.” [17]. This interaction can be ensured through communication. “The coordinated
and rapid deployment of cooperative, connected and automated vehicles will make an
important contribution to improving road safety, increasing the efficiency of road transport,
and ensuring the competitiveness of EU industry.” [17]. C-ITS does not only refer to road
transport. This fact is important to consider at the planning phase, as the development of a
smart mobility system will depend on the implementation of the C-ITS.
The sector of transportation is a major energy consumer and emission source. At the planning
of the energy efficiency of a smart mobility system, it is not enough to think about the use of
renewable energy. It is much more important to provide a plan for cooperation to ensure the
operability of the system. For example, congestions or unnecessary waiting times should be
reduced in the system. Therefore, it should be possible to ensure the cooperation between the
infrastructure and the various vehicles. The energy efficiency of the transportation sector may
also depend on the throughput of the system, the fuel consumption and transport capacity of
the vehicles, etc. For example, in the course of organizing transportation, various European
systems and smart services are available to help the planning of optimal usability, the
rationalization of energy consumption in the smart mobility system. In road transportation it
is essential to ensure the full coverage of mobile communication, but the infrastructure itself
will not become smart only by fulfilling this requirement. In order to develop an intelligent
transport system it is not enough to simply introduce WIFI, LED or electric cars, but it is
necessary to ensure the overall transformation of the transport infrastructure by the systemlevel integration of such new technologies as the use of intelligent materials, wireless sensor
networks, energy harvesting, etc. The essence of planning an intelligent transport
infrastructure lies within its people-oriented approach, which aims to provide maximum
services for people by maintaining safety, convenience and sustainability on the long term.
One way to achieve this is to make vehicles and infrastructures intelligent. In an intelligent
system communication has a prominent role. As its operation is based on communication, the
data processing centre of traditional transport monitoring systems needs to be further
developed to create a C-ITS. Most probably it is a cloud-base approach which will be applied
in intelligent transport systems instead of a centralized monitoring solution. A good example
for this is the hybrid smart vehicular ad hoc network.

SERVICES OF SMART MOBILITY
The real contents of smart services have not yet been clearly identified in common practice.
The main goal of smart services is to put a user into such a psychological state which helps to
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accept changes and adopt novelty ideas naturally with regard to various technological
innovations. One aspect of the planning of self-driving cars is to provide a comfortable, cosy,
relaxing and entertaining experience during the travel. Individual ideas, however, do not make
a smart solution without cooperation; therefore it is necessary to make plans for the cooperation
of these services. In this sense an “ ‘ITS service’ means the provision of an ITS application
through a well-defined organisational and operational framework with the aim of contributing
to user safety, efficiency, comfort and/or to facilitate or support transport and travel” [18].
One of the basic requirements of a smart mobility system which must be considered at the
planning phase is that through the optimal use of traffic and travelling data it should enable
the users of the intelligent infrastructure to plan their routes automatically in accordance with
the basic principles of ITS services. In case of the C-ITS services related to passenger and
goods traffic, uninterrupted services should be ensured at the crossing of borders in Europe.
Thus, the primary goal is to provide real-time traffic information and multimodal travel
information services across the EU. It is also important to develop such C-ITS applications
which are related to road safety or other protective and preventive measures, e.g. applications
which give a warning in case of poor visibility or at the presence of any objects, people or
animals on the road. By creating the necessary vehicle-vehicle, vehicle-transport
infrastructure and transport infrastructure-vehicle connections to enable safe data and
information exchange, these goals can be achieved through automation, based on the data
collected by the sensors of autonomous intelligent vehicles.
With regard to intelligent transport infrastructures and their related services, various elements
could be identified during the planning phase: smart road, smart parking places, smart energy
supply points, which may have an important role on the level of services in the development of
a smart mobility system. The main criteria of a smart road that is should fit into the existing
infrastructure and it should support both individual and community transport. Intelligent
infrastructure creates safety and in case of a danger, it ensures prompt counter-measures. The
provision of information and booking services regarding safe and protected parking places is
also part of the development of smart mobility systems. In case of parking or rest areas,
intelligent street lighting, surveillance and security camera systems allow further automation
in operation.
Concerning the development of parking or accommodation booking systems, further research
needs to be done in tourism and in user experience. On-road accommodation may be offered
for those people who travel across several countries. However, those who travel to specific
destinations will not opt for roadside motels if they can find accommodation with a higher
service level nearby. On the level of services, it must be examined how such real-time
information about local opportunities can be sent to passengers during the time of travelling.
The provision of online real-time data/information on regional transfer points and empty or
free parking places raises similar questions. Occupancy forecasts may not only be made on
the basis of the information about free places or by other data of the booking system, but by
the self-diagnoses of vehicles, through which it can be predicted which vehicle will need to
stop (at the beginning stage, at the presence of a driver, he can be alerted in advance). This
stopover may be calculated from the state of charge of the vehicle’s battery, or it is possible
to alert to any necessary servicing. The vehicle may book a parking place automatically, if it
knows what parameters it has.
In the absence of self-driving cars, or in the transitional period, an application could be
introduced to check the drivers’ alertness and their capability to drive, and to warn them or,
as an embedded solution, to stop the vehicle for an imposed rest. In case of the use of
self-driving cars, the use of roadside rest areas will become less relevant. In a fully automated
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system, there is no need to wait for a driver to regain his alertness, while in a hybrid transport
system, where self-driving and traditional vehicles are both present, this is still necessary to
ensure. In order to enhance the services of rest areas it is important to examine user demands
with regard to eating and other physical needs.
In a smart mobility system a number of services can be offered to support the use of
alternative fuels. In the case of e-mobility, a major task is to connect and integrate the
vehicles into the electric energy system, and a wide range of smart solutions could be
developed for this purpose. Until the use of electric transport becomes everyday practice, it is
important to provide prompt and adequate information for the users about the application of
these new technologies. There are various IT-based solutions to provide such services.
Sustainable transportation may not only be approached from the point of energy efficiency.
For example, automated waste collection in parking and rest areas should also be resolved. In
the future, the automated collection of dropped litter or the remote monitoring of the fullness
of waste bins and their automated emptying may be realized by the use of mobile robots
integrated into the smart mobility system, among other elements of the infrastructure
maintenance service.

THE CONCEPT OF SAFETY AND SECURITY IN AUTONOMOUS
INTELLIGENT CYBER-PHYSICAL VEHICLE SYSTEMS
In order to reduce the complexity and increase the flexibility of electric cabling in motor
vehicles a bus system has been implemented. With a growing scope of functionalities, the
number and variety of bus systems have increased. The buses of safety functions have been
separated from the networks ensuring convenience functions. Nevertheless, experience has
shown that a significant proportion of motor vehicles in traffic can be affected by the
vulnerability of networks from the point of cyber security. Convenience functions are not
always given adequate protection and some functions are implemented without any
protection at all. These security gaps can be used to access certain security functions, to
disrupt their operation or take over their control even without a direct physical connection.
Therefore, at the planning of autonomous intelligent vehicles, the main elements of the smart
mobility system, these cyber security issues must also be considered.
SAFETY OF AUTONOMOUS INTELLIGENT CYBER-PHYSICAL VEHICLE SYSTEMS
With regard to autonomous intelligent vehicles, safety means that a given vehicle must be
kept in such a condition which ensures the highest level of protection of human lives. “Safety
describes the effort to prevent mistakes in the core functions of a vehicle or, in a worst case,
to protect the occupants and other persons involved from harm. Components such as brakes,
steering, airbags, and the crumple zone of a car, but also electronic assistants such as ESP or
ABS are critical to safety” [19]. Land vehicles are important elements of intelligent transport
systems. At the planning or checking of the safety of autonomous intelligent land vehicles, the
following aspects defined by SAE International are considered: functional safety, active safety
(e.g. Advanced Driver Assistance System), safety and reliability (e.g. electronics and electrical
systems; hardware and software verification and validation [20]), safety and human factors.
Figure 2 shows an example of the cyber-physical systems related to the road safety of
autonomous intelligent vehicles together with the systems related to the vehicle’s
environment. As it is well illustrated by this example, the information, warning, control,
intervention, severity reduction or rescue systems, which actively or passively ensure the road
safety of vehicles, should all be considered from the aspect of cyber security.
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Figure 2. Safety phases of the Autonomous Intelligent Cyber-Physical Vehicle Systems

(edited from [16, 21]).
“Safety integrity refers to the likelihood of a safety related system satisfactorily performing
the required safety functions under all the stated conditions, within a stated period of time:
without any unsafe failures. The Safety Integrity Level (SIL) assigned to a system determines
the development, planning, manufacturing and operating methods that should be applied.” [22].
According to certain classifications, three areas of safety can be distinguished: functional
safety, technical safety and contextual safety (EN 50126-2:2017). In case of safety critical
systems in the auto-industry, the values of ASIL (Automotive Safety Integrity Level) are used
throughout the lifecycle of vehicles.
SECURITY OF AUTONOMOUS INTELLIGENT CYBER-PHYSICAL VEHICLE
SYSTEMS
Security means the provisions made to ensure the protection of property against theft. One
example for this is the way the money stored in ATMs is protected, or the use of passwords
or data security in information technology. Therefore, at the checking and planning of
autonomous intelligent land vehicles from the point of security the primary aim is to build a
cyber safe system. With regard to the vehicles, vehicle systems and intelligent infrastucture
within the intelligent transport system, other aspects of security have also been identified in
the present research. “Security, on the other hand, means the security of software systems
against malfunctions and external attacks. Software in cars has various roles: engine control,
external communications, but also car safety and security.” [19]. In the transport system, the
digits ‘1201012356’ for example, can be used as some data. If such data, however, represent
the communication ID of a vehicle in the ad hoc network of vehicles, it will also represent
some information within the system. According to Muha, in the taxonomy of information
security, the circle of elements to be protected include the persons, the physical environment
of the system, the infrastructure necessary for operation, the hardware and software products,
communication devices and networks, data carriers and regulations [23].
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Information security focuses on the confidentiality, integrity and availability of information.
In addition, cyber security means the protection of infocommunication systems. As it can be
seen in Figure 3, cyber security includes everything and everyone that can access the
applications of the vehicle industry through the cyber space.

Figure 3. Venn diagram of the difference between Automotive Cyber security and

Automotive Information Security [24] (authors’ edit).

SAFETY AND SECURITY THROUGH ITERATIVE DESIGN – VEHICLES
CYBERSECURITY SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, RISK-ORIENTED
DEVELOPMENT
Figure 4 shows the iterative development process of smart mobility ecosystems. The safety
and security-related development of the two basic elements of smart mobility must follow
this process. The process of safety and security development is also represented in Figure 5.
The automotive connected world poses threats to product safety and performance, data
integrity and access, privacy and interoperability. The ISO 26262 standard on the functional
safety of the electronic systems of road vehicles already provides rules and planning
guidelines, while Edition 2 specifies the requirements of cyber security procedures for
interfaces. Nevertheless, this field still needs an overall automotive-specific cyber security
standard. The relevant cyber security ISO standard is at the proposal stage, while the SAE
standard is currently being developed, but the first edition of the recommended practice
J3061TM was already issued in January 2016. Of course, other standards also affect
automotive developments in the cyber security engineering process, including some general
IT security standards (ISO 27001, ISO 15408) or specific security standards for V2X
communications (IEEE 1609.2, ETSI TR 102 638 V1.1.1).
As this field is still in its infancy, automotive cyber security engineering processes are yet to be
developed in accordance with the related standards and best practices (SEA – Cybersecurity
Guidebook for Cyber-Physical Vehicle Systems J3061). Cyber security engineering processes
must comply with the existing systems of functional security and quality processes, and the
adequately qualified personnel should be able to perform these security. The IEC 62443 standard
defines four security levels, including qualitative indicators, competences and effort levels for
a successful attack against the system.
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Figure 4. The development process of the iterative prototypes of smart mobility ecosystems [16]

(authors’ edit).

Figure 5. Safety and security through the design of autonomous intelligent vehicle systems

and intelligent infrastructure [25, 26] (authors’ edit).
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In the course of the development process, functional safety as well as cyber security, hazard
analysis and risk assessment as well as threat analysis and risk assessment, safety concepts
and requirements as well as security concepts and requirements, system design as well as
defence-in-depth system planning must all be conducted as shown in Figure 5. Cyber security
should not simply be an additional element of the development process, but it should make an
integral part of the planning phase, from the conceptual stage, through the manufacturing,
operation and servicing to the decommissioning of the system. This is what the overall
lifecycle management of cyber security means and it is realized in the course of the cyber
security engineering process [22]. The automotive cyber security integrity level of the
developed electrical, electronic and programmable electronic safety-related systems can be
defined with the relevant ACSIL (Automotive Cyber Security Integrity Level) values.

CONCLUSIONS
According to Cohen, one of the main elements of the smart city is smart mobility[27]. The
present article discussed the design process of this new mobility system. As the research
pointed out, the two main elements of smart mobility are autonomous intelligent vehicles and
vehicles systems, and intelligent transport infrastructures. The development of smart mobility
has become necessary with the demand for creating cooperative intelligent transport systems.
These endeavours aim to increase productivity (transport capacity, comfort), to reduce the
number of accidents or the emission of harmful materials in city transport. Smart city transport
can be conceived as an advanced ITS system. The marketing of smart city mobility focuses on
the provision of additional services which are not available in traditional systems. The present
article has shown a number of smart mobility solutions. The use of autonomous intelligent
vehicles is becoming increasingly widespread (robots [28], drones [29] and self-driving cars [30])
due to their overall benefits on the society [31]. Today’s advanced robot systems [32], such as
self-driving cars, are capable of platooning or reaching a selected destination autonomously.
Besides vehicle-to-vehicle communication, V2X (Vehicle-to-everything) communication
must also be ensured to create a smart city. The functional and operational safety of vehicles
has long been researched, but besides the physical infrastructure and the physical systems of
the vehicles, cyber-physical complex systems are playing an increasingly important role. The
cyber-security approach of automotive developments is a new but fast developing field. The
present article described the aspects of the safety and cyber security-related planning of
electrical, electronic and programmable electronic safety-related systems in the development
of smart mobility [33].
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